The demand for increased miniaturization of integrated circuits has opened the way to the emerging field of molecular electronics. Recent experimental studies have established that single molecules or a finite ensemble of self-assembled molecules can perform the basic functions of conventional electronic components (i.e., transistors, wires and diodes). In particular, it has been demonstrated that molecular wires inserted into nanopores can be used as active elements for the fabrication of resonant tunnelling diodes (RTDs), whose I /V characteristics reveal a negative differential resistance (NDR) behaviour (i.e., a negative slope in the I /V curve). Here, we provide a detailed quantum-chemical description of a possible mechanism leading to NDR in polyphenylene-based molecular wires incorporating saturated spacers. This mechanism can be understood from the evolution of the molecular wire one-electron structure upon application of a static electric field aligned along the molecular axis, which simulates the driving voltage applied between the two electrodes in the RTD devices. The main parameters controlling the NDR behaviour can be fine tuned through molecular engineering of the wires.
Introduction
In the near future, the semiconductor industry will have difficulties maintaining the exponential growth with time of the density of transistors packed on a silicon chip, experienced over the last 30 years [1] . In the emerging field of molecular electronics, it has been demonstrated experimentally that single molecules or a finite ensemble of self-assembled molecules can perform all the basic functions of conventional electronic components such as wires and diodes [2] .
In 1974, Aviram and Ratner [3] first proposed the theoretical concept of a molecular rectifier based on an organic molecule made of π-donor and π-acceptor moieties linked by a saturated spacer and sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. This concept has recently been verified experimentally [4] . Recent experimental studies have also demonstrated that small conjugated molecules, typically phenylene-based derivatives, can behave as a conducting wire when inserted into a metallic break junction [5] or when anchored on a metallic surface and contacted by an STM (scanning tunnelling microscopy) tip [6] . Carbon nanotubes [7] or DNA molecules [8] were also shown to conduct an electrical current when positioned between two metallic electrodes.
In addition, molecular wires inserted into nanopores can be used as active elements for the fabrication of resonant tunnelling diodes (RTDs) [9] , whose I /V characteristics reveal a negative differential resistance (NDR) behaviour (i.e., an initial rise of the current followed by a sharp decrease when the voltage is progressively increased), instead of the linear increase expected from Ohm's law or the staircase behaviour reported for molecular junctions [6] . Interestingly, such a peak profile can be exploited for the design of switching devices and more complex memory and logic circuits.
The NDR behaviour has been clearly established in two kinds of molecular unit, although the detailed mechanisms of electronic switching are not yet fully understood. On the one hand, a very sharp NDR behaviour with a peak-to-valley ratio Chemical structure of molecular wires for which NDR behaviour has been observed experimentally (a to e) and those under study in the present work (e and f). The substitution pattern considered in the study of derivatives of molecule 1f are also illustrated (X, R 1 , and R 2 ). Note that the length of the molecular wires incorporating saturated spacers and that of the three-ring phenylene ethynylene oligomers are on the order of 30.0 and 18.5 Å, respectively (in the absence of terminal substituents).
of 1030:1 in the current density has been measured at 60 K for a short phenylene-ethynylene oligomer (with asymmetric substitution of π -active groups: nitro and amino groups; see figure 1 ) sandwiched between two gold contacts [10] . A NDR behaviour with a much lower peak-to-valley ratio was also demonstrated at room temperature for the same conjugated backbone with substitution only of the nitro group (figure 1); in contrast, the molecule with no substitution and the derivative with substitution of the amino group on the central ring do not display a NDR behaviour. Recently, it has also been demonstrated that self-assembled monolayers of molecules 1c and 1d exhibit NDR behaviour [11] . On the other hand, NDR behaviour has been found in molecular wires made of a quantum well separated from two extended conjugated segments by saturated spacers. This was evidenced by contacting with two gold electrodes a self-assembled layer of molecules made of a benzene ring, acting as the quantum well, separated from two phenylene ethynylene segments by tunnel barriers built with methylene spacers; see figure 1e [2, 9] (note that the molecules are also substituted by thioacetyl groups on the para-carbon atoms of the external phenylene rings, in order to promote chemisorption on the gold surfaces [9] ). In this contribution, we present an overview of our recent work on molecules 1e and 1f [12] .
Theoretical methodology
We have optimized the geometric structures of molecules 1e and derivative 1f with the semi-empirical Hartree-Fock Austin model 1 (AM1) method [13] , which has been parametrized to provide accurate geometries for organic molecules in their ground state. We have assumed that the external segments are planar in molecules 1e and 1f as a result of packing in the self-assembled monolayers. The one-electron structure has been calculated with the semiempirical Hartree-Fock intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO) method, developed by Zerner et al [14] . In our previous theoretical studies [15, 16] , remarkable agreement has been found between the experimental ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) data and the INDO-simulated spectra for several organic conjugated molecules. This gives us confidence that the INDO Hamiltonian can provide a reliable description of the one-electron structure of organic conjugated materials. That the INDO method is also suitable to describe charge transport properties, and hence interactions between conjugated segments, is supported by earlier theoretical works in the field of photoinduced charge transfer processes, showing that INDO provides electronic couplings that are in very good agreement with those obtained at ab initio levels [17] ; we have also shown recently that INDO yields conduction and valence bandwidths in molecular crystals comparing very well to corresponding experimental data [18] . Recently, simulations of the I /V curves have been applied only to small molecules such as benzenedithiol sandwiched between two gold contacts [19] . For large molecular wires, such sophisticated approaches become prohibitive and therefore it is reasonable to address separately the injection and transport mechanisms.
In this contribution, we discuss the mechanism leading to NDR behaviour in polyphenylene-based molecular wires incorporating saturated spacers, by analysing the evolution of their one-electron structure solved self-consistently in the presence of a static electric field. This field is aligned along the main axis of the molecules investigated, 1e and 1f, and simulates the driving voltage applied between the Description at the INDO level of the nature of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied π -molecular levels in molecule 1f as well as in the isolated individual segments in the absence of external electric field. The size and colour of the circles correspond to the amplitude and sign, respectively, of the LCAO (linear combination of atomic orbitals) coefficients associated with the π -atomic orbitals of the carbon atoms in the conjugated backbone. We have represented here one of the highest two occupied levels and one of the lowest two unoccupied levels of the molecular wire.
two electrodes in the RTD devices. Here, we will consider that the negative pole of the driving voltage is positioned on the left side of the molecule so that the field induces a destabilization (stabilization) of the electronic levels localized on the left (right) part of the wire with respect to the situation in the absence of external perturbation. The amplitudes of the applied electric field used in the calculations cannot be directly compared to the experimental voltages, partly because we do not consider the chemical interactions and possible voltage drops at the metal/organic interfaces [20] . Hence, we will rationalize the peak profile observed in NDR I /V curves on a qualitative basis.
Results and discussion
In figure 2 , we illustrate the levels most relevant to the NDR behaviour in unsubstituted molecule 1f, together with the corresponding one-electron levels calculated in the isolated segments. The lowest two unoccupied levels of the wire (LUMO and LUMO + 1) as well as its highest two molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO − 1) are almost degenerate and mostly localized on the external conjugated segments; they originate from the bonding and antibonding interaction of the lowest π-unoccupied level and the highest π -occupied level of the external units, respectively.
In addition, we find in the wire two occupied (HOMO − 2 and HOMO − 3) π -levels and two unoccupied (π -levels (LUMO + 6 and LUMO + 7) mostly centred on the benzene quantum well, which are separated by 0.7 and 0.1 eV, respectively. This break of level degeneracy, not observed in the isolated benzene molecule, is induced in the wire by the para-substitution of the central benzene. Molecule 1f can thus be regarded as consisting of three weakly interacting conjugated units.
At low voltages, we do not expect a high current across the molecular wire since: (i) the superexchange (i.e., through-space) mechanism, where charges are directly transferred from one external segment to the other, can hardly take place due to the significant separation between the two units (10 Å) and the decreasing exponential dependence of the electron transfer rate as a function of distance [21] ; (ii) the through-bond mechanism, where the charge jumps first into a level of the quantum well much higher (lower) in energy, implies a very large energy barrier to overcome (0.8 eV).
Thus the easiest way to promote a current across the wire is to destabilize the LUMO (stabilize the HOMO)-mainly localized on the external segments-with the help of the static electric field in order to align it with a level of the quantum well and generate a resonant tunnelling process across the tunnel barriers created by the saturated spacers.
As the amplitude of the static electric field is progressively increased, we observe a first resonant tunnelling process at a critical field of 9 × 10 6 V cm −1 when matching the lowest unoccupied level on the left conjugated segment and that of the quantum well (figure 2); this generates two electronic levels (LUMO + 4 and LUMO + 5) characterized by a bonding and antibonding combination, with equal weight, of the levels characteristic of the individual units ( figure 3 ). The intensity of the current at the resonance is governed by two factors: the amplitude of the transfer integral defined as half the electronic splitting of the resonant levels [22] and the degree of delocalization of the resonant levels. The first activated transport channel for electrons has a low efficiency due to the absence of delocalization of the resonant levels over the whole molecular backbone (figure 3); this originates from the fact that the energy separation between the resonant levels (LUMO + 4) and the nearest unoccupied level located at lower energy on the right segment of the wire (LUMO + 3) is of the order of 0.6 eV, thus precluding any strong coupling between these levels. Conversely, the first transport channel for holes, activated at the same voltage by matching the HOMO of the right external segment and that of the benzene ring, is much more efficient due to the delocalization of the resonant levels over the whole molecular backbone (figure 3). That the two resonances occur for the same voltage is consistent with the fact that the energy separations between the frontier levels involved (LUMO versus LUMO + 6 and HOMO versus HOMO − 2) are similar (0.82 eV) in the one-electron structure of the wire in the absence of static electric field (figure 2). Note that the calculated transfer integral associated to the first resonance for holes (electrons) is estimated to be 30 meV (20 meV).
A slightly larger electric field (or voltage) has to be applied (9.9 × 10 6 V cm −1 ) to promote the second resonance for electrons between the LUMO of the left external segment and the second unoccupied level of the central benzene ring (figure 2) ; a further increase in the amplitude of the electric field (18×10 6 V cm −1 ) is required to achieve a second resonant tunnelling process for the holes between the HOMO of the right external segment and the second occupied level of the quantum well (figure 2). These two channels appear to be rather inefficient due to the large energy separation of 0. between the lowest (highest) resonant level and the closest electronic level on the right (left) external segment at lower (higher) energy; this is also reflected by the absence of electronic delocalization over the whole π-backbone at the resonance.
In summary, we have four resonant channels in molecule 1f: two for electrons and two for holes. According to the INDO calculations, only, the transport channel for holes involving the highest occupied level of the benzene ring contributes to a high current across the junction and the observation of an intense current peak in the I /V curve.
The mechanism leading to the NDR behaviour is very similar in molecule 1e; we also have a single efficient channel for holes involving the HOMO level of the benzene ring and a much larger transfer integral with respect to those calculated for molecule 1f (250 versus 30 meV) due to the introduction of shorter spacers. Both the large transfer integral and the overall delocalization of the resonant levels contribute to the creation of this very efficient hole transport channel across molecule 1e.
The energy barriers associated to the individual resonances, and hence their turn-on voltage, can be further finely tuned through molecular engineering of the wires. This can be achieved by attaching electroactive substituents either to the central benzene ring or to the inner phenylene ring of the external segments, in order to avoid steric hindrance at the interface during chemisorption (figure 1f). For instance, the energetic barrier associated with the first resonant channel for holes can be (weakly) considerably reduced by attachment of a methoxy group, having π -donor and σ -acceptor characters, on the quantum well (on the inner phenylene ring of the external segments), while the energetic barrier describing the first resonant channel for electrons can be (weakly) considerably reduced by attachment of a chlorine atom, having π -acceptor and σ -acceptor characters, on the quantum well (on the inner phenylene ring of the external segments) [12] .
In conclusion, when benzene is used as the central quantum well, resonant tunnelling processes through the highest two occupied and lowest two unoccupied levels of the ring are at the origin of the current peaks observed in the I /V characteristics. The effectiveness of each transport channel is governed by the amplitude of the interchain transfer integral between the resonant levels as well as the degree of delocalization of the resonant levels over the whole molecular backbone. Our calculations indicate that the channel involving the highest occupied level of the benzene ring is the most active in the molecular wires under study and yields the highest current across the molecular junction. The use of short spacers such as methylene units favours very large interchain transfer integrals at the resonance but prevents a deep localization of the frontier levels of the wires on the external segments in the absence of the electric field; this should contribute to the appearance of a significant valley current in the I /V characteristics which is very detrimental in the designs of memory cells based on molecular RTD devices. In contrast, the incorporation of larger spacers such as dimethylene groups induces a strong confinement of the electronic levels on a given segment of the wires and leads to smaller interchain transfer integrals for between resonant levels, and hence to a much lower tunnel current across the molecule. We have also established that the energy barriers to be overcome for the activation of the resonant tunnelling processes can be fine tuned through molecular engineering of the wires, in particular upon attachment of substituents over the conjugated backbone. This work provides a good basis for starting to optimize devices based on such molecular compounds through a fine tuning of the molecular topology (i.e., introduction of new spacers, quantum wells, substituents, for instance, to lower the driving voltage and the response time of the devices).
